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EDITORIAL
. The 2001 issue of Mythic Circle is
somewhat late. I have all the usual excuses
and some unusual ones too. My job, as
usual, keeps me busy. Besides that, Ino
longer of the energetic help of Trent
Walters, who, preoccupied with medical
school and his own writing, resigned as coeditor. I had to muddle through by myself
as best I could. However, Trent did
contribute a short story and a review, which
appear within these pages.
A more unusual drain on my time was
the need to revise a book for publication:
Snow Wolf: Book I of the living Sword
Series, with is due out in April 2002, from
OWL Press. It will be my first published
novel since The Coming of the Demons
(Morrow, 1982). This largely explains why
I did not finish #24 in the summer of 2001,
as I had hoped, though this was a happy
problem.
Then came the tragic events of
September 11. Here in Huntington we
remembered all those who died, all who Jost
loved ones, and all who would soon face
death and danger in defending our country.
On the Marshall campus there was special ..
mourning for a colleague's promising son
who was killed along with Barbara Olson
and many others when Hani Hanjour and his
fellow assassins slammed American Airlines
Flight 77 into the Pentagon.
Weeks went by when I hardly thought of
The Mythic Circle. In happier times,
something less horrible might have delayed
MythicCircle # 24 just as much. In that
.. case, I would write something frothy and
humorous about it. Not now.
But though these shockwaves disturb our
society, deep realities remain the same and
Mythopoeic writers reach out for them So

here, at last, is Mythic Circle #24. Many
thanks to the authors for their patience in
waiting to see their work come out, and to
the artists who worked diligently and
sometimes on short notice to do the
illustrations.
The authors and artists presented in this
issue show great variety in approach and
subject matter. Nevertheless, their works
fall naturally into three themes, like different
movements ofa symphony. J.M. R.
Harrison's ''The Master Juggler" opens on a
positive note. In the pieces that followthe
forces of creation battle with destruction and
seem near victory, sometimes defeat. Ed
Cates' poem, ''The Story" sounds the
rallying cry again. The battle shifts back
and forth, until the evil powers are driven
back at least temporarily. The symphony
reaches a harmonious conclusion with
tributes to some pioneers in the Mythopoeic
tradition. Nicholas Ozment's poem,
''Narnian Spring," ties alJ the themes
together=creation, destruction, and a tribute
to a Mythopoeic master-- thus providing a
suitable close to the issue.
We would have liked more Science
Fiction, though the short story by Trent
Walters and Joe Christopher's rueful salute
to Ursula K Leguin's Left Hand of Darkness
("What Mr. Ai Didn't Learn") at least
pointed in that direction.
Mythic Circle #25 will, 1 hope, be
published before 2002 .ends. Send in your
stories and poems and ietters of comment if
you have them The livelier the .
commentary, the more benefit this .. ·
publication can be to Mythopoeic artists
who are developing their talent. May the
Mythopoeic tradition continue to thrive.
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